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FOREWORD
This
Activity Report contains brief summaries of
different studies made in Reactor Physics Section during the year
1985.
These are presented under the activities of Nuclear Data
Processing and Validation, Reactor Design and Analysis, Safety
and Noise Analysis, Radiation Transport and Shielding, Reactor
Physics Experiments and Statistical Physics.
The work on Nuclear Data during this period comprises
primarily of validation of data of Th-232 and U-233 as a part of
our participation in the Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP)
under IAEA research contract.
The most significant event during
1985 at this centre has been the first criticality of FBTR, which
was achieved on the 18th cf October. Reactor Physics Section has
played a key role in this event by carrying out the first
approach to criticalilty with fuel loading in a safe manner and
conducting some low power reactor physics experiments. These are
discussed in the sections of Reactor Physics Experiments and
Reactor Design and Analysis.
The studies made under Reactor
Safety and Shielding are also connected mainly with the FBTR
problems in addition to some work on the PFBR (Prototype Fast
Breeder Reactor) detailed design of which has been just started.
The interest in some of the Statistical Physics problems has been
sustained as is evident from the contributions included in this
report.
Studies
pertaining to the other two Co-ordinated
Research Programmes (CPD under IAEA contract, namely,on the
Comparative Assessment of Processing Techniques for the Analysis
of Sodium Boiling Noise Detection and on the contribution of
Advanced Reactors to Energy Supply have been continued during
this year.
At the end of this report, we have included a list of
publications made by the members of the section and also the
Sectional Seminars held during this period.

(R.Shankar Singh)
Head, Reactor Physics Section
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1.0 NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATION, PROCESSING AND TESTING

1.1

Development

and

Adaptation

of Computer Codes

Related

to

Evaluation and Processing of Nuclear Data
(M.M.Ramanadhan and V.Gopalakrishnan}
The details of work, done in the field of development
and adaptation of computer codes related to nuclear data research
at Kalpakkam are given below:
LINEAR-85 : This code replaces the 1984 version of LINEAR/1/.
This code processes the energy cross section table
having any interpolation scheme and provides a table
with linear-linear interpolation.
In this new
version
all
energies are treated
in
DOUBLE
PRECISION.

RECENT-85 : This code replaces the 1984 version of RECENT/2/.
This code reconstructs the cross sections given in
the form of resonance parameters into linearly
interpolable point data table.
In this new version
all energies are treated in DOUBLE PRECISION.
FIXUP-85/3/: This code that can do useful consistency checks,
deletion of one or more sections of the data,
redefinition of a section as summation over other
specified ssctions etc. has been adapted during this
period.
SIGMA1-85/4/:This version replaces the 1984 version of code
SIGMA1/4/. This code provides cross sections at a
specified higher temperature by broadening the point
cross sections at a lower temperature using kernel
broadening method.
Apart from the treatment of all
energies in DOUBLE PRECISION the major revision in
this code is a better linearization procedure.
REX2-85/5/ : This
code written at Kalpakkam calculates the
shielding factors for various
dilutions.
The
improvement in this version is more appropriate
integration procedures for greater accuracy
and
better programming for significant reduction in
computing time.
EVGRP/6/

: This code is to process the photonic cross section
data.
Originally written for CDC, it has been
modified for HONEYWELL computer. Originally written
to take input from RESEND output, it has been
modified for taking data from
RECENT output, these
two aspects requiring many changes to be made. The
adaptation is in the last stages of completion.

SCAT2/7/

:

is a code written in Fortran language for spherical
optical model calculations.
This was recently
commissioned in our inhouse computer.

RECOIL/8/ :

This is a code for studies relating to radiation
damage effects in materials, displacement rates, gas
production rates in fission and fusion reactors.
The code uses a heavy charged particle RECOIL/4/
data base derived from ENDF/B data.

1. D.E.Cullen, Report UCRL-50400, Vol.17, Part A (1979).
2: D.E.Cullen, Report UCRL-50400, Vol.17, Part C (1979).
3. D.E.Cullen, Private communication.
4. D.E.Cullen, Report UCRL-50400, Vol.17, Part B (1979).
5. V.Gopalakrishnan and S.Ganesan, 'A Note on Program REX2 for
Accurate Calculations of Self Shielding Factors in Resolved
Resonance Region for Fast Reactor Applications. Internal Note
REDG/RP-248 (Feb.84).
6. G. Simon and R.Perrier, 'A Code to process Photon Production
data in ENDF/B format1 CEA-N-2258.
7. 0. Bersillon, 'SCAT2 : A Program of the Optical
Model1 CEA-N-222 (1984).

Spehrical

8. J..Gabrien,
J.D.Amburge,
N.H.Greene,
'Radiation
Damage
Calculations, Fumary Recoil Spectra, Displacement Rates and
Gas Production Rates' Report ORNL-TM-3160 (1976).

1.2

Further Studies on Effect of Interpolation in Pre-processing
ENDF/B Piles
(S.Ganesan, V.Gopalakrishnan and M.M.Ramanadhan)

1. A statement of the problem
The
calculation of Doppler coefficients is
very
sensitive
to
parameters used in
pre-processing
and
to
interpretation of evaluated data (on the latter point see
comments below on single versus multi level interpretation).
ResuJts/1/ presented in the last year's activity report plainly
illustrate the problems that can occur.
The system of codes
LINEAR/RECENT/SIGMA1/REX2/2,3/ have been used for the sensitivity
studies.
The work reported here was performed in collaboration
with D.E Cuilen of Nuclear Data Section of IAEA, Vienna.

2. The source of problems
Identifying the source of problems in both evaluated
data and cedes will help users deal with the problem.
In the
case of U-238 specifically and other evaluations in general the
sources of the problems include,
a.
The reconstructed point cross sections from basic data files
ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V are negative both at 0 kelvin and higher
temperatures at some energy points in the resolved resonance
region.
In principle this makes it impossible to define
Bondarenko self shielding factors.
b.
Codes use approximations to calculate Bondarenko
self
shielding factors when the total is negative and the results are
very
sensitive
to the approximations
used.
The
worst
approximations (which are used in most codes) is the use of a
'lowest' available total (i.e. for values less than this the
total is set equal to the 'lowest' value and included in the
calculation) or ignore energy intervals in which the total is
less than some 'lowest' value. The results are very sensitive to
the choice of a 'lowest' value and inconsistent from one
temperature to the next.
c. The results are very sensitive to the acuracy to which the
shape of resonances is represented; this is particularly true for
narrow resonances in heavy even-even isotopes such as, U-238, Th232, Pu-240, etc.
d. Codes use methods and assumptions which have proven to be
incorrect.
In particular the assumption used in the code SIGMA 1
of calculating the 'hot' cross sections at the same energies at
which the 'cold' cross sections are given, leads to large errors,
particularly for narrow resonances in heavy even-even isotopes.
e. The total cross section is obviously strongly correlated to
the elastic, capture and fission cross sections particularly in
the resonance region. Failure to maintain this correlation
throughout calculations can lead to errors.
3. The Solution
Presenting a solution in terms of available procedure
and computer cQdes will allow users to avoid problems (once they
are recognized).
Proposed procedures and computer codes to
address «each of the sources of problems are given below:

a. Because of the use of negative background corrections even the
use of multi-level parameters may not guarantee that all cross
sections are not negative.
Therefore as a general solution a
program named FIXUP which includes many of the features of
CHECKER, SUMUP, etc. was written by Cullen/4/.
Unlike the
CHECKER, SUMUP codes which merely check ENDF/B data and indicate
errors, FIXUP will attempt to correct errors, make the data

consistent and output results in the ENDF/B format.
FIXUP has
many input options to allow checks/corrections.
Two options
which address the negative cross sections by setting negative
values to zero are
1) define'corrected' partial cross sections (since cross sections
are probabilities, there is at least marginal probability that a
zero cross section is acceptable.
Therefore, setting negative
cross sections to zero can be interpreted as improving the
probability that they are correct)
2) Define redundant cross sections, such as the total, as the sum
of its parts.
Insuring that the parts are not negative
guarantees that the total is not negative and in practice leads
to acceptable positive cross sections (e.g. even where the
'corrected' elastic is zero capture
.ind fission will
be
positive, which leads to a positive total).
b. Correcting the data at the source in the evaluated data (as
described in the preceding description) eliminates negative total
cross sections and thus avoids numerical problems and arbitrary
definitions in computer codes (e.g. 'lowest' total).
c. In LINEAR/RECENT/FIXUP/SIGMA1 etc, all energies are now
treated in double precision and all energies are written into and
read from the ENDF/B format using
full ten digits of accuracy.
We should mention that this accuracy is already achieved in other
codes, like NJOY/5/ which operates on long word length computers,
such as CDC-7600 and CRAY.
d.
Instead of using the same energy grid for 'cold' and 'hot'
cross section,1 SIGMA1 is rewritten to iterate each reaction to
convergence.
This makes SIGMA1 run faster.
The sources of
problem in both evaluated data and codes were thus successfully
identified by Cullen author of these codes.
Our joir.t paper/6/
presented at Santa Fe conference helps to 1) inform code users to
only use 1985 version of LINEAR, RECENT and SIGMA1 and 2) inform
designers of other code systems where they may have problems and
what to do to eliminate their problems.

1. Activity Report of RPS-1984, Contribution No.1.5
2. D.E. Cullen, UCRL-50400, Vol.17,
Livermore Laboratory (1979).

Parts A,B and C

Lawrence

3. V. Gopalakrishnan, and S.Ganesan, (1984), 'A Note on Program
REX2 "for Accurate Calculations of Self shielding Factors in
Resolved
Resonance
Region for Fast Reactor Aplications'
Internal Note REDG/RP248 (Feb. 1985).
4. D.E.Cullen, Letter to S.Ganesan, dated 10 April, 1985.
5. R.E.Macfarlane et al, LA-7584-M (1978).
6. S. Ganesan, V.Gopalakrishan, M.M.Ramanadhan and D.E.Cullen,
Effect of Interpolation Error in Pre-processing on Self

Shielding
Factors and their Temperature Derivatives; paper
presented in the Int. Conif.on Nuclear Data for Basic and
Applied Science, May 13-17, 1985, Santa Fe, U.S.A. (To appear
in RADIATION EFFECTS);

1,3 Multigroup Cross Sections For Actinides
(V.Gopalakrishnan and M.M.Ramanadhan)
Average cross sections of all available neutron induced
nuclear reaction processes were calculated in the SETR 25/1/
group structure from available basic data files in the ENDF/B
Format obtained from IAEA Nuclear Data Section for the actinides
given in Table 1.3.1.
The basic data was preprocessed by
LINEAR/2/, resonance reconstructed by RECENT/3/ and multigrouped
by REX1/4/. Only infinite dilution cross sections were obtained,
using a typical fast reactor spectrum.
The multigroup cross
sections and colapsed one group cross sections for actinides/5/
were generated on a request from shielding group of our section.

Table 1.3.1
Isotopes Processed and the Basic Data Files From Where
They Were chosen

Nuclides

Basic data file

Th-232, U-233, U-234, U-235
U-236, U-238, Np-237, Pu-238
Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Pu-242
Cm-244

ENDF/B-IV
General Purpose

U-237, Np-238, Pu-243, Am-241,
Am-242, Cm-242, Cm-243

ENDF/B-V
Actinides

Np-239

JENDL-1

U-239

'

ENDL-78

1.

Damiens and J.Ravier (1967), Programme SETR-512-Exploitation
des constantes multigroupes SETR Cadarache, Report DRP/SETK
No.67/746.

2.

D.E.Cullen, 'Program LINEAR1, UCRL-50400,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, (1979).

Vol.17, Part A,

3.

D.E.Cullen, 'Program RECENT', UCRL-50400,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, (1979).

Vol.17,

Part A,

4.

V.Gopalakrishnan, and S.Ganesan, A Note
REX I...1 internal Note REDG.RP-24 3, (1983).

on

Program

5.

V.Gopalakrisnnan and M.M.Ramanadhan, 'Multigroup
Actinides', Internal note to be published (1985).

1.4

the

Integral

Validation

Analysis

of Measured Central Reaction Pate Ratios

data

for

of (n,2n) Cross Sections of Th-2 32
in

By

THOR

Assembly
(S.Ganesan and V.Gopalakrishnan)
The (n,2n) cross sections of Th-232 plays an important
role in predicting the production of U-232 which leads to hard
gamma rays in thorium cycle.
The present work attempts to
intercompare and validate in an integral sense the (n,2n) cross
sections of various available basic data libraries for Th-232.
Experimental values of spectral ratios given
center of THOR assembly are as follows:
n (U-238J>/<CTf(U-238)>

the

= 0.053 + 0.003

<G"r< Th-232 )>/ <o"f (U-238)>
<'<Tn,2n (Th-232>> /<0~h, 2n

at

= 0.26
(U-238)>

+_ 0.01

= 1.04 + 0.03

The direct interference from (n,2n) and fission cross sections of
U-238 while interpreting the effects of changes in cross sections
for Th-232 is eliminated as follows.
We
cross-multiply and
eliminate the cross sections of U-238 and obtain the ratio of
experimental value of effective one group (n,2n) cross section to
one group effective fission cross section for Th-232 at the
centre of THOR assembly as

=

0.212

+_ 0.0157 =

E

This ratio is calculated using various data files and fluxes
core centre of THOR assembly using

at

where g is the energy group index.
The fluxes ^>o are calculated
using one dimensional transport theory DTF-IV/1/" and the group
cross sections <f~n, 2n and G~t are derived from various basic
nuclear data files.

The error in 'C taken as 4% as the uncertainties in
cross sections of Pu-239 and those of Th-232 influence 'C by as
much as 41 on the average, through corresponding uncertainty in
calculated neutron energy spectrum.
This coupled with the error
in 'E' of 7.4% gives a net error of 8.4% in C/E. The results are
given in Table 1.4.1.
Except JENDL-2 file all other data files overestimate
the <^<Tn,2n> / ^. 0~f^ ratio.
The entire (n,2n) contribution
comes only from the first group in our present study.
From the
results presented in the above table we find that JENDL-2 is
consistent within the interpretational error bar and the other
files show an overprediction of (n,2n) cross section by about 5
to 11% outside the interpretational uncertainty which is assessed
to be about 10% for the last column.
1.

Lathrop,

Report LA-3373,

Los Alamos Laboratories (1965).

Table 1.4.1

File

Calculated
C/E
^nn'y
Error:
+8.4%

<^(Th,2n>

1
•<(Tf (JENDL-2 i/'^Tff JENDL-2 )> E

>

<"(fh,2n>

Error 10%

ENDF/B-IV

0.283

1.335

0.257

1.21

ENDF/B-V

0.255

1.202

0.243

1.15

JENDL-2
iiNDL-84

0.225
0.259_

1.063
1.221

0.225
0.257

1.06
1.21

INDIAN

0.258

1.22

0.247

1.17

INDL/A-83

0.270

1.275

0.250

1.18

1.5 Integral

Validation of Neutron Induced Capture

and

Fission

Cross Sections for Th-232 in Fission Source Energy Range
(S.Ganesan,
V.Gopalakrishnan,
R.S.Keshavamurthy)

M.M.Ramanadhan

and

As part of the IAEA-NDS sponsored Co-ordinated Research
Programme on the intercomparison of evaluations of Actinide
Neutron Nuclear Data, a programme/1/ is in progress at IGCAR for
Th-232
and
U-233.
We
obtained/2/
interesting
results
highlighting
the
extent to which evaluations
in
JENDL2,INDIAN/1/,ENDF/B-V, ENDL-84, FRENCH SET (1969), INDL/A-83,
(RUMANIAN), ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-1 files are consistent with the
measured value of Qt for Th-232 at the centre of THOR critical
assembly which emphasizes transport of neutrons in the fission
source energy range.
THOR assembly, in equivalent spherical
model has a core of 5.310 cm radius centered in a reflector of
29.88 cm outer radius.
Experimental values of
6"~f(U-238)/
<T"f(U-235), <Tf(Th-232)/ (Tf(U-233), (Jy (U-238)/ <Tf(u-235)
and
ffj^(Th-232)/ {Tp (U-238)
have been published
alongwith
the
associated uncertainties.
We deduced/1/ the value of alpha from
these ratios as 1.9645 + 0.146 for Th-232 at core center of THOR
assembly.
Shown in Figure 1.5.1 are our results for 'C/E'
(calculated to experimental ratio) of the value of alpha at the
center of THOR assembly.
The error in 'C is taken as 4%,
on
the average, through corresponding uncertainity in calculated
neutron energy spectrum. It is clearly seen that the evaluations
in ENDF/B, INDL/A-83
(RUMANIAN), JENDL-1 arid the FRENCH set
overpredict alpha for Th-232 by 25to 46%.
The relative error (m
C/E) of 8.43% (4% in 'C' and 7.43% in 'E1) could be as xarqe as
11.43% if we treat the error in 'C as systematic.
Then INDIAN
and JENDL-2 files are consistent and ENDL-64 and ENDF/B-V would
apper, within 5%, consistent with integral measurement of alpha
at core center of THOR assembly.
The uncertainty in O f for Th-232 in recent files
introduce an uncertainty of about 5% in the interpretations of
'C/E' for alpha.
The use of recent data of Meadows/5/ for G*i
of Th-232 brings the C/E value to 1.08 for INDIAN file.
We
therefore conclude/3/ that the INDIAN evaluation by Jain and
Mehta/4/ for <Tc with <Tf from Meadows/5/ and the JENDL-2 for O~c
and (5~f are consistent with the integral value of
"c/
<5f
deduced by us from the measured values of spectral indices at the
core center of THOR assembly.
Since JENDL-2 uses Lindner's
data/6/ for ffc our analysis validate integrally, Lindner's data.
New and accurate measurements of &h are needed to reduce further
the existing discrepancies seen in Figure 1.5.2.

1. S.Ganesan et al., Paper C.14, in IAEA-TECDOC-336 (1985).
2. Fast Reactor Benchmark No.25, in BNL-19302 (ENDF-201) (1983).

JENDL 1
ENDF/B-IV
INDL/A-83 (RUMANIAN)
1
FRENCH (1969)
1
- ENDL-84,
ENDF/B-V
INDIAN
JENDL-2
I
|__
I
I
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3. S.Ganesan, et al., 'A Programme of Evaluation, Processing and
Testing of Nuclear Data for Th-232 and U-2331 Paper presented
in the Interational Conference on Nuclear Data for Basic and
Applied Science during May 12-17, 1985 Santa Fe, New Mexico,
U.S.A. (to appear in Radiation Effects).
4. H.M.Jain and M.K.Mehta, in Nuclear Data for Science and
Technology,
Edited by K.H.Bockhoff
(D. Reidel Publishing
Company, 1983), pp.657-660.
5. J.W.Meadows, ANL/NDM-83 (1983).
6. M. Lindner et al. Nucl. Sci. Eng. 59, 381 (1976).

1.6

An

Attempt

Capture

for

Integral Validation of U-233

Cross Sections in Kev and Mev Energy

Fission
Region

and
Using

Irradiation in Rapsodie Fortissimo Fast Test Reactor
(V.Gopalakrishnan and S.Ganesan)
RAPSODIE FORTISSIMO reactor at Cadarache has been used
to irradiate some of the actinides and fission products with a
view to determine the average neutron cross sections of the
irradiated nuclides and fission yields of actinides in a fast
reactor. This experiment was known as TACO {TAUX
dfe COMBUSTION)
experiment, in which the irradiation took place from
February
1971 to June 1972 giving a total irradiation equivalent to 263.5
days at full power.
Cricchio et al/1/ have analysed the above experiment
and have calculated the average capture and fission cross
sections for U-233, Np-23, Am-241, Am-243 and a few fission
products.
They have also compared these (experimental) values
with those calculated from the basic cross section data library
KEDAK.
The multigroup structure they have used is the SETR
structure which is extensively used in IGCAR. This gives us an
opportunity for comparing and validating the average cross
sections calculated from various data libraries.
In this study,
we restrict our calculations to U-233 which is of interest to us
for the IGCAR-IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme (C!*P)/2/ on
integral validation of actinide nuclear data. The following data
sources are considered; (1) ENDF/B-IV <2) JENDL-2, (3) CADARACHE,
(4) ENDF 84/V and (5) MEADOWS/3/. Of these the Cadarache nuclear
data are already in multigroup form in the SETR structure.
The
files where basic data is available were multigrouped by REX1 and
then collapsed to one group using the experimental RAPSODIE
spectra/1/.
Table 1.6.1 gives a comparison of the average cross
sections calculated using data from KEDAK/1/, Cadarache and
ENDF/B-IV with the experimental values for fission and capture
processes.
Calculations are under way for the other data
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libraries.
The assessment of errors and interpretations are in
progress although the C/E values given in Table 1.6.1. would give
an indication of the extent of agreement.

1.

A. Cricchio et al, 'The TACO Experiment for the Determination
of Integral Neutron Cross Sections in a Fast Reactor, Nuclear
Data for Science and Technology, D.Reidel Publishing Company
175 (1983).

2.

S.Ganesan, Status Report on IGCAR-IAEA Co-ordinated Research
Progrmme on Validation and Benchmark Testing of Actinides
Nuclear Data presented at the Second Research Co-ordination
Meeting
held in Varna, Bulgaria during 14-16, October,
1985.

3.

J.W.Meadows, The Fission Cross Sections for Some Thorium,
Uranium, Neptunium and Pluutonium Isotopes Relative to U-235,
ANL/NDM-83 (1983).

Table 1.6.1
Comparison of Integral Cross Sections for U-233

Process

Experimental
(RAPSODIE)
(E)

FISSION

2. 31 + 6%

CAPTURE

0. 155+ 0.2%

Calculated values (C)
KEDAK
(Ref.1)

2. 12
(0. 918)
0. 155
(1 .0)

CADARACHE

2. 28
(0. 987)
0. 182
(1 .174)

ENDF/B-IV

2. 1 1
(0. 913)
0. 156
(1 .006)

The values in parentheses give C/E values.

1.7

A New Analytical Evaluation of the Voigt Line Shape Function
(R.S.Keshavamurthy and V.Gopalakrishnan)

Voigt line shape functions play an important role in
Doppler broadening calculations of resonance cross sections.
It
is also important in
Atomic Spectroscopy studies.
Closed
analytical forms are still not available for this function though
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its mathematical properties have been much investigated/1/. But,
because of its importance, several methods of evaluating it have
been proposed/1-3/ mostly from the point of view of computation.
However, convienent analytical forms amenable to easy physical
interpretation, are
still being sought.
We propose a new
method, where we express it as a series involving products of
gamma and Whittaker functions.
Though Whittaker functions are
relatively not so well known in physics applications, their
properties have been rather well investigated by mathematicians.
In particular, the series reduces to just one term at the
resonance energy.
It reduces to a small number of terms very
near and away from the resonance energy.
Further studies are in
progress.
1. B.H. Armstrong,
(1967).

J.

Quant.

Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer 7, 61

2. F.H.Froehner, Proceedings of the Conference on Nuclear Data
Evaluation Methods and Procedures, 1980, BNL-NCS-51363 Vol.1
p.375.
3. R.E.MacFarlane, D.W.Muir and R.M.Boicourt, The NJGY
Data Processing System, Vol.11, 1982, LA-9303-M,
(ENDF-324).

Status

Of

Programme

Activities

Under IAEA's

Co-ordinated

on Validation and Benchmark Testing

of

Nuclear
Vol.11,

Research
Actinide

Nuclear Data
(S.Ganesan,
V.Gopalakrishnan
R.S.Keshavamurthy)

M.M.Ramanadhan

and

The programme of work agreed by IGCAR scope of IAEA-CRP
to be carried out at IGCAR as stated in the Research Contract
(No.3690/R1/RB) is as follows:
(a)

Continuation of producing best evaluated data files for Th232 and U T 2 3 3 in ENDF/B format

(b)

Detailed
validation of these
data
files,
including
intercomparisons with similar data files from different
origins and analysis of the discrepancies encountered.

(c)

Compilation of related data from integral experiments
review of uncertainties for benchmark testing purposes.

1st

March

and

The period of the research contract was commenced on
1985 and will cover period upto 28th February 1986
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presently.
The summary presented at the recent CRP
Bulgaria in October 1985 is given below:

meeting

in

The capture cross sections evaluated in Trombay by Jain and
Mehta
(1983) along with Meadows (1983). Fission cross
sections for Th-232 are consistent with the integral value
of alpha deduced from measurements of spectral indices
measured at core center of THOR assembly.
JENDL-2 file for
Th-232 is, in itself, also consistent in the same way.
Discrepancies in inelastic cross sections for Th-232 need to
be resolved
The discrepancies in K-eff by themselves for THOR assembly
do not help to validate any data set in a conclusive manner.
The ratio of (n,2n) to fission cross sections seem to be
corrected only in JENDL-2 file as per preliminary studies
for Th-232.
The CFRMF assembly for which the central core flux with
associated error matrix given will be taken up for analysis.
The suitability of using JEZEBEL-23, bare sphere of
(98.13%) metal will be assessed by analysis.

U-233

The analysis of KUR-RPI experiment for spectra in Thoria and
the LLL pulsed thorium sphere may be taken up only after the
relevant neutronic codes are developed to the required
sopMstication, at Kapakkam
Concerning the Th-232 and U-233 data files, the energy range
below 50 keV will be borrowed from JENDL-2 file.
The
inealstic
cross sectios will be critically examined.
The
purpose is to
identify the best data and create new files
for Th-232 and U-233
in ENDF/B format only if the
available existing recent evaluated
file* like JENDL-2
show sufficient deficiency to warrant such a
creation of
new data file.
However, the partial data evaluated
in
India by itself has also been coded already in ENDF/B format
for possible dissemination by IAEA, after scrutiny.
-

Further critical evaluation and compilation of benchmarks
for*
data testing purposes for Th-232 and U-233 will be
continued.

1.

S.Ganesan, Status Report on IGCAR-IAEA Co-ordinated Research
Programme on Validation and Benchmark Testing of Actinide
Nuclear Data, presented at the final Research Co-ordination
Meeting held in Varna, Bulgaria, during 14-16, October 1985.
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2.0 REACTOR DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Hexagonal

Geometry

Subcritical

Multiplication

Factor

Calculations for P3TR
(T.M.John, S.M.Lee and R.Shankar Singh)
During the first approach to criticality for the Fast
Breeder Test Reactor, a set of calculations were performed for
determining the subcritical multiplication factor, at various
stages of loading.
The calculations were done with a hexagonal
mesh structure in the XY plane, so that the exact geometry of the
subassemblies can be taken care of. These results will give the
worth of the fuel subassemblies at various locations in the
hexagonal ring, which cannot be treated in cylindrical geometry.
The error due to the assumed axial bucklings was evaluated by
comparing the multiplication factor predicted by code for the
cases
when
the hexagonal ring is completely
loaded
(7
subassemblies or 19 subassemblies) with the transport and Nickel
cross section corrected multiplication factor predicted by R-Z
computation/1/.
The predicted multiplication factors for any
other loading was corrected by the same factor.
Table 2.1.1
presents the multiplication factor predicted by the hexagonal
mesh two dimensional calculations for various fuel loading stages
of FBTR.

1.

2.2

S.M.Lee,
T.M.John,
C.P.Reddy
and
R.Sl ankar
Singh,
'Multiplication Factor,
subassembly worths. Control Rod
Worths and Count Rates in First Approach to Critical of
FBTR1 REDG/01100/RP-274 (1985).

Dependence

of

Doubling

Time

and Sodium

Void

Effect

on

the Core Height For PFBR
(T.M.John)
It is commonly known that for constant core volume and
constant sodium fraction in the core the total sodium void effect
decreases, with decrease in core height in the range of core
height to diameter ratio being
1.
But in power reactors, due
to the requirement for getting the peak linear power, the sodium
fraction in the core depends on the core height.
Under those
conditions the general behaviour may not be valid. Hence a study
was conducted to find out the variation of doubling time and
sodium void worth with core height for PFBR.
Three cases were
studied
with core heights 80 cms,
100 cms and 120 cms
respectively, the 100 cms case being the one used in the current
design studies.
Both oxide and carbide type of fuels were
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Table 2.1.1

Multiplication for the Various Core Loading Configurations

Configuration

:rol rod up

Control rod down

1

.17013

2

.26197

4

.41302

7

.60500

.57068
.60661

9

.68025

.64027

10

.67097

11

.69969

12

.78138

.73532

13

.76095

14

.78584

15

.86116

.80993

16

.88723

.83512

17

.91168

.85809

18

.93578

.88112

19

.95785

.90235

20

.97398

.91639

21

.98890

.92943

22

1.00418

.94283

23

1.01851

.95540
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considered.
The details and results of these studies are

presented

in Ref.2.

1.

Preliminary
Design Report
for
Reactor, PFBR-WG-2, June, J983.

2.

T.M.John, Dependence of Doubling Time and Sodium Void Effect
on the Core Height for PFBR, PPBR/01130/07, July 1985.

2.3

Optimization

of

Sodium

Flow

Prototype

Zoning

Fast

Schemes

Breeder

for

PFBR

Blankets/1/
(P.T.Krishnakumar, S.M.Lee and R.Shankar Singh)
Nuclear reactors are intense sources of thermal energy.
The basic goal of nuclear thermal hydraulic analysis is to
achieve maximum heat transfer from that intense source of energy.
Hence the design of optimum flow rate for maximum heat transfer
efficiency is an important task.
The problem becomes more
stringent when one has to design the flow rates for varying power
distribution systems.
The mixed mean coolant outlet temperature which is the
average coolant outlet temperature for the entire blanket should
be as nigh 'as possible for a given power distribution.
For the
PFBR case study we desire a coolant outlet temperature around
530° C after 1200 days of full power operation. This temperature
rise from the initial coolant inlet temperature of 380 °C is
found to be achieved by having nine flow zones in the blanket
With a three zones and single zone flow schemes the temperature
rise is inadequate to give required blanket mixed mean coolant
outlet temperature as shown in fig.2.3.1.
Details of the study
are given in Ref.1.
More elaborate studies are being planned for proper
optimisation of blanket flow zoning taking into account blanket
fuel shuffling to maximise discharge burnup.

1.

Paper accepted for presentation at 8th National
Mass Transfer Conference, Waltair.

Heat
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2.4

Uranium

Enrichment

Requirements for

Irradiation

of

PFBR

Pins in FBTR
(T.M.John)
FBTR being a test reactor can be used for studying the
irradiation behaviour of PFBR fuel pins.
The PFBR fuel pin is
designed to produce a linear power of 770 w/cm for carbide type
fuel and 4 50 w/cm for oxide type fuel, when they are placed in
PFBR.
The low fissile enriched fuel pin when placed in FBTR
cannot produce the expected linear power.
Hence addition of
uranium fissile material is required for these pins. A study was
undertaken to estimate the amount of U-233 required to be added
to a pin of PFBR,
so that it will produce the expected linear
power when placed in FBTR.
The data used in the study are given
in Table 2.4.1 Table 2.4.2 gives the requirement of U-233 per
pin for various values of expected linear power.

Table 2.4.1
Parameter used for the Study

PFBR pin outer dia

8.8 mm for Carbide type
6.5 mm
fuel

or 8.0 mm for

oxide

type

Pu ceramic" enrichment
of PFBR pin

14.78/21.22 for 8.8 mm carbide pin
17.1/24.4
for 6.5 mm oxide pin
14.98/21.4 for 8.0 mm oxide pin

Pin height

32 cms

Total flux at FBTR
irradiation positions

2.7 E + 15 n cm-2 sec-1 at core
centre
2.7 E + 15 n cm-2 sec-1 at core
periphery

Core averaged
fission cross section
of the materials in
FBTR (barns)

U-nat.
Pu
U-233

Core average danger
coefficients for the
materials in FBTR
(pcm/gm)

U-nat C
PuC
U-233 C
SS
Na

0.0969
1.5281
2.4798

.1051
.9505
1.2063
.1107
.3737
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Table 2.4.2a
U-233 Mass Required for a PFBR Pin of 8.8 mm dia of Carbide Fuel

Type of
pin

Location

Parameter

U-233
mass
(gins)
Core
centre

Core 1 pin
(PuC)
Content
(14.78%)

Core
periphery

Reactivity
worths
(pern)

U-233
mass
(gms)
Reactivity
worth
(pem)

Core
centre

Reactivity
worths
(pem)

Core 2 pin
(PuC)
Content
(21.12%)

U-233
mass
(gms)

Core
periphery

U-23 3
mass
(gms)

Reactivity
worth
(pem)

Linear Power w/cm
400

600

800

1000

6.05

18.26

30.48

42.7

56.2

70.4

84.5

98.7

14.82

31.43

48.03

66.4

85.6

0.65

12.86

25.08

58.2

72.9

86.5

9.40

26.02

42.6 3

68.3

87.6

64.63

104.8 124.1

37.29

100.6

c

y<l. 2H

106.8 126.1
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Table 2.4.2b
U-233 Mass Required for a PFBR Pin of 6.5 mm dia of Oxide Fuel

Type of
pin

Location

Parameter

U-233
mass
(gins)
Core
Centre

Core 1 pin
(PuO )

Content
(17.1%)

Core
periphery

U-233
mass
(gms)

Content
(24.4%)

U-233
mass
(gms)

Reactivity
worths
(pcm)

Core 2 pin
(PuO )
Core
periphery

200

300

450

3.61

9.72

18.88

Reactivity
worths
(pcm)

Reactivity
worth
(pcm)

Core
centre

Linear Power w/cm

U-233
mass
(gms)
Reactivity
worth'
(pcm)

36

8.0

34

0.95

30

5.33

35

16.30

44

7.05

37

13.64

500

21.93

47

5I

28.75

32.91

59

64

16.22

19.27

48

26.09

60

30.24

65
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Table 2.4.2c
U-233 Mass Required for a PFBR Pin of 8.0 mm dia of Oxide Fuel

Type of
pin

Location

Linear Power w/cm

Parameter
200

Core
centre

Reactivity
worths
(pcm)

Core 1 pin
(PuO )
Content
{14.98%)

U-233
mass
(gms)

Core
periphery

U-233
mass
(gms)
Reactivity
worth
(pcm)

Core
centre

43

450

500

3.58

12.74

15.79

45

56

10.16

22.6)

53

U-233
mass
(gms)

Core
periphery

U-233
mass
(gms)
Reactivity
worth
(pcm)

68

8.33

Reactivity
worths
(pcm)

Core 2 pin
(PuO )
content
21.4%)

1.86

300

58

60

26.76

73

11.39

62

5.75

18.21

22.36

55

70

75
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2.5 Study of Alternate Fuels in LMFBRs
(T.M.John, S.M.Lee, P.T.Krishnakumar and S.Ganesan)
A
study was undertaken to estimate the breeding
potential for the various combination of the fissile and fertile
material when used in an LMFBR similar to PFBR.
Such a study
will help one to understand the limitations and potential of
these materials from the point of view of the growth requirement
of nuclear energy. The fertile materials used are U-238 and Th232 and fissile materials Pu and U-233. The carbide form of these
materials were used for most part of the study. The conventional
PFBR/1/ core utilised Plutonium/Depleted Uranium carbide in the
core and Depleted Uranium carbide in the blankets.
Additional
studies have been performed for the following fuel cycles also.

1.

Plutonium/Depleted Uranium carbide in the core Depleted
Uranium carbide in axial blankets and Thorium Carbide in
radial blankets(case 1).

2.

U-233/Thorium carbide
the blankets (case 2 ) .

3.

Plutonium/Thorium carbide in core and Thorium carbide in
blankets (case 3).

4.

U-2 3 3/Depleted Uranium carbide in the coro
Uranium carbide in the blankets (case 4).

in

the core and Thorium

carbide

and

in

the

Depleted

The breeding characteristics of these cases are given
in Table 215.1. The results of the study show poor doubling time
characteristics
for reactors with Thorium as the
fertile
material.
The
main contributing factors presumed to
be
responsible for the very low performance of U-233 - Th fuel are
low fuel volume fraction (34%), low fuel smeared density and
high steel fraction (24%).
Efforts are underway to evaluate the
effect of these parameters.

Report PFBR-WG-2, 'Preliminary Design Report for Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor' PFBR Working Group, June
1983.

Table 2.5.1.
Breeding Characteristics of Various Fuel Mixes in PFBR

Fuel mixes

Parameters
Reference (1)
Fissile material
enrichment in the core

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

15.9/22.71

16.22/23.17

11.89/16.98

18.95/27.07

9.39/13.42

Inpile fissile
inventory (kgs)

1580.2

1611.5

1332.3

1860.91

1073.3

Out of pile fissile
inventory (kgs)

1281.7

1225.4

1279.7

1787.4

816.2

Breeding ratio

1 .284

Fissile loss by
burnup (kgs/year)

385.9

352.0

358.6

399.0

324.6

32.6

31 .2

38.4

45.4

24.5

Fissile loss by
reprocessing
(kgs/year)
Fissile production
(kgs/year)

495.6

Net fissile gain
(kgs/year)

77.0

C.S.D.T. (years)

25.8

* wt. of plutonium/wt. of U-233

1.028

328.7/122.5*

368.7

-28.3

65.0/408.5*

389.7/0.0*
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2.6

Solution of Inhomogeneous Boltzmann Equation with Singular
Operator and its

Application

to

Sensitivity

Study

of

Radiation Transport
(P.T.Krishnakumar

and R.Shankar Singh)

The
basic
goal of
neutron
radiation
transport
calculation is to provide protection to personal, material and
instrumentation for which there is a need for a reasonable degree
of
confidence in the results of these calculations.
An
inexpensive approach for verification of such calculation is the
sensitivity study which indicates the nuclear parameters to which
the physical quantity of interest is most sensitive.
A typical feature of sensitivity study requires the
solution of inhomogeneous Boltzmann transport equation with a
singular
operator.
The techniques for the
solution
of
inhomogeneous equation with singular operator differ from the
techniques used for the solution of homogeneous or inhomogeneous
equations. Realising the above objective we presented a paper in
the U.G.C. Sponsored seminar on Transport problems organised by
Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, on (1) the
requisite
conditions for the inhomogeneous equations
with
singular operators to have a solution and the physical meaning of
these conditions;
(2) techniques for the solution of these
equations for ensuring the uniqueness of the solution and (3)
practical difficulties encountered in the numerical solution of
inhomogeneous equations with singular operators and ways of
overcoming' them.
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3.0 REACTOR KINETICS, SAFETY AND NOISE ANALYSIS

3.1

SPCOF

: A

Computer

Code

for

Static

Power

Coefficient

Calculations
CS.Ponpandi and Om Pal Singh)

SPCOF (Static Power Coefficient) is a computer code that
is developed to calculate the static power coefficient of Liquid
Metal Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBRs). A given power rise changes
the reactivity of the system through the temperature changes
which in turn change the reactivity through (a) change in the
density of the reactor materials in the core, (b) physical
movement of the fuel to the upper axial and radial blankets, (c)
apparent insertion of control rods due to expansion of the
contro] rod suspension mechanism and, (d) the apparent control
rod removal from the core due to reactor vessel expansion.
Physical movement of the reactor core into the upper axial
blanket further leads to the apparent insertion of the control
rods into the core and the radial expansion of the core due to
sub-assembly
spacer-button's temperature rise leads to the
virtual sodium entry into the core. Radial expansion of the clad
material leads to the apparent removal of the sodium from the
corn.
For the calculations of the static power coefficient one
has to account for all the above effects appropriately. Computer
code SPCOF is developed to take into account all these effects.
The detailed formulations and results of calculations for FBTR
carbide and oxide cores indicating the quantitative breakup of
each of the above effect is given in ref.1.
The flow diagram of
the code, the equations that are programmed and the important
input/output parameters and the subroutines are described in the
Ref.2.

1.

Om
Pal Singh and S.Ponpandi 'Static Power
Coeficient
Calculations
for
F6TR
Carbide
and
Oxide
Cores'
RKDG/01140/RP-270 (1985).

2.

S.Ponpandi and Om Pal Singh 'SPCOF : A Computer
Static
Power
Coefficient
Calculations
of
REDG/01140/KP-280 (1985).

Code for
LMD'BRs'
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3.2

CRT

Code and Results of Some Studies for Power,

and

Temperatures

for

LMFBR Fuel

Rods

under

Reactivity
Operational

Transients
(Om Pal Singh, S.Ponpandi and M.V.Parikh)
For
studying fuel rod behaviour under operational
transients, the development of a computer code to predict reactor
power, reactivity and temperatures is an important requirement.
Therefore, a computer code CRT/1/ has been developed.
The code
is based upon suitable modelling of reactor neutron kinetics,
heat transfer phenomena and reactivity feedback effects coming
from axial/radial expansion of the fuel/clad/coolant,
core
boundary
movement to axial and
radial
blankets,
sodium
entry/expulsion during the radial expansion of the core, apparant
insertion/removal of control rods during core/reactor
vessel
expansion.
The computer code has been used to conduct the
studies like,
- transient behaviour of reactor power and temperature
distribution in fuel rods for reactor at low and high
initial powers and for fresh and irradiated fuels,
- comparison of lumped and exact heat transfer models
evaluation of limiting reactivity addition rates for
1umpod model to be adequate,

and
the

- influence of the gap conductance on the temperature
distributions inside the fuel pellet and the clad and,
- break up of reactivity coming from different
mechanisms and their dependence upon the heat
parameters.

feedback
transfer

The conclusions of this study are the following;
Computer Code CRT developed for power, reactivity and
temperature
calculations
for LMFBR fuel
rods
under
operational
transients provides a general
frame
for
developing further a more sophisticated code that may
include effects like space - time kinetics, time dependent
gap conductance and reactivity changes that may result due
to swelling/creep etc. effects in the rods.

2.

Reactor transient power and temperature analysis for one
control
rod removal indicates that the reactor
core
temperatures remain within limits even if the trip at trip
power level is actuated with a delay of one second.
Higher
gap
conductance that may result due to fuel thermal
expansion on its swelling, brings down the temperature of
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the fuel in the fuel rods. Lower reactivity feedback due to
this results in a faster power rise upto trip power level.
3.

Lumped mode] of heat transfer seems to
reactivity transients upto 10 ^/sec.

4.

Larger
gap conductance affects mainly the temperature
distribution
inside the fuel pellet and not inside the
clad material.The gap
conductance increasing beyond 8times the nominal
value (0.286 watt/cm/ °C) shows negligible effects on temperature distribution inside the
fuel pellet.

5.

be

adequate

for

Reactivity
feedback mainly comes from the fuel.
It
contributes 59% of feedback if one ignores axial expansion
of the fuel and about 85% if one includes it.
Sensitivity
study of reactivity feedback with heat transfer parameters
indicates that larger the fuel thermal conductivity or the
gas
conductance
smaller is the reactivity
feedback.
Uncertainties in the thermal conductivity of tho clad and
sheath
material will not affect the overall feedback
reactivity considerably.
Other details of this study are given in Ref.2.

1.

M.V.Parikh, S.Ponpandi and Om Pal Singh,
Codo for analysing Controlled Reactivity
I.MFBR's' REDG/-1140/RP-279 (1985).

2.

Om Pal Singh, S.Ponpandi and M.V.Parikh, 'CRT Code and
Results
of
Some
Studies for Power
Reactivity
and
Temperatures
for LMFBR Fuel
rods under
Operational
Transients'
Paper presented in IAEA/1WGFR
specialists
Meeting on 'LMFBR Fuel Rod Behaviour Under Operational
Transients' held in RRC, Kalpakkam, India, Dec.3-6, (1985).

3.3

Implications
Calibration

of
of

the

Control

Neutron
Rods by

Source
Period

'CRT : A ComputcMTransients in

Strength

on

Measurements

the
at

Low Power in FBTR
(M.V.Parikh and 0m Pal Singh)

One of the methods used for the calibration of control
rods is the period measurement method.
In this method, the
control rod to be calibrated is moved out of the critical core by
a certain amount and the corresponding stable reactor period, is
measured. The reactivity worth of the portion of the control rod
moved out of the core is calculated using the inhour equation.
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This method is correct only if the step change in reactivity is
effected in a critical reactor.
However, in the presence of a
neutron source, a critical system is never in a steady state (the
power rises linearly with time) and a steady dt_ate is achieved
only if the reactor is made subcritical by an amount equal to the
effective reactivity worth of the source neutrons.
If the
neutron source strength is small as compared to the reactor
power, the reactivity
worth of the source neutrons can be
neglected and hence the reactor can be assumed to remain in a
critical state and a steady state simultaneously in the presence
of neutron source.
Obviously, if the neutron source strength is
large or the reactor power is small the reactivity worth of the
source neutrons will be large and it would be erroneous to use
the above procedure to calibrate the control rods. FBTR is to be
operated at low power ( ^ 200 watts), and it's effective neutron
source strength is 2 x 10' n/sec.
We investigated in what way
the control rod calibration will be affected if the reactor power
is maintained anywhere in the range of 1 watt to 200 watts in the
presence of the above neutron source. Further, we also addressed
the questions like how long one should wait for the reactor
period to attain a desired level of its asymptotic value after
the insertion of the step change in reactivity, how this
asymptotic period is affected by the presence of the neutron
source and how much error one would commit in reactivity
measurements for a given error in the period measurement.
The
main conclusions of the study are the following.
1.
To avoid any significant error in control rod calibration of
FB'VR in the presence of neutron source, the reactor power should
be of the order 100 watts or more.
2.
Period measurements within 1% accuracy requires the waiting
times that is 2 times the period for periods around 10 seconds, 1
time the period for periods around 60 sec, 0.7 times the periods
for periods around 100 sec. and half time the period for periods
around 200 sees.
To achieve the accuracy of 0.1% , the waiting
time required for 20, 60, 100 and 200 sees is 60 (3 times the
period), 120 (2 times the period) 160 (1.6 times the period) and
202 (1 time the period) seconds respectively.
3.
Waiting
significantly,
low power.

time
in the presence of
source
increases
particularly if the measurements are made at the

4.
For period measurements of the order of 100 seconds and 10
seconds, an error of 1? in period measurements results in .77%
and .41% errors in the reactivity respectively.
The details of the study are given in Ref.1.

1.

M.V.Parikh
and
Om Pal Singh,
'Implications of
the
Neutron Source Strength on the Calibration of the Control
Rods by Period Measurements in FBTR at low
Power'
REDG/-1140/RP-281 (1985).
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3.4

A

Study

During

of

Power

Approach

and

to

Instantaneous

Critical

and

Period

Raising

Behaviour

of

Power

of

PBTR Small Carbide Core
(M.V.Parikh, Om Pal Singh and S.M.Lee)

In order to plan the first approach to critical of FBTR
small carbide core, it was felt desirable to know the behaviour
of reactor power and reactor instantaneous period as a function
of time when the reactivity is added in different steps at
different initial states of the system. In particular, it was of
interest to know how much time it takes for the power or period
to stabilise after an amount of reactivity has been added.
The
subcritical states chosen are with k = 0.900, 0.950, 0.990 and
0.999 and the rate of reactivity addition is 4 pcm/sec. The ramp
reactivity is added for different times, like 300 sees, 120 sec,
60 sec and 35 sec.
The

main

results

derived

from

this

study

are

as

foJlows:
1. For 4 pcm/sec reactivity addition rates during the subcritical
state, the power during the rising phase, is almost always in
equilibrium with the neutron source.
Away from criticality,
the instantaneous period T, follows the relation,

where K= multiplication factor and \ is the reactivity, t =
time; once the reactivity addition is stopped, the period
instantly approaches infinity.
2. For
a critical
system with ramp reactivity
instanteneous period follows the relation.

addition,

where |J is the effective fraction of delayed neutrons of the
system. That is, the period goes on descreasing as long as the
ramp reactivity input is maintained. As soon as the ramp
reactivity input is stopped, there is prompt jump in the period
initially and finally it approaches the asymptotic value given by
the Nordheim curve.
3. For a critical
system
with a step increase
in
the
reactivity, period settles to the asymptotic value gradually.
Larger the step change in the reactivity, more quickly the
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period approaches the asymptotic value.
4. It is observed that in order to bring the reactor into a
stable positive period betv/een 46 sec. and 271 sec (reactivity
required
for these values being 48 pern
and
12 pern
respectively) it is necessary to move the control rods at the
rate of 4 pem/sec for a time between 3 and 12 seconds.
This
movement gives minimum transient period between 18 and 37
seconds. The period meter trip settings will be governed by
these latter values.
To have a positive period of 100 seconds (which is
normally used) it is necessary to insert 28 pem by control rod
movement for 7 seconds.
This will generate a minimum transient
period of 27 seconds.
Further, it is discovered that whatever be the desired
final stable positive period( movement of one control rod for 1
second generates a transient period of 49.6 sec. and a movement
of the control rod for 3 seconds generates a transient period of
37.4 sees.

The other details of this study are given in Ref.1.

1.

3.5

M.V.Parikh, Om Pal Singh and S.M.Lee, 'A Study of Power and
Instantaneous
Period Behaviour During Approach to Critical
and Raising the Power of PBTR Small Carbide Core1
REDG/01140/RP-276 (1985).

Static
and

Power

Coefficient

Calculations

for

FBTR

Carbide

Oxide Cores

(Om Pal Singh and S.Ponpandi)

Static power coefficient of a reactor is defined as the
change in reactivity of the system per unit change in power from
one steady state to another.
The knowledge of static power
coefficient is useful in fixing the excess reactivity, control
rod worths and in studying the power transients and other
kinetics of the system.
A change in power basically leads to the change in the
temperatures of the reactor materials.
This leads to the change
in reactivity of the system through,
a. changes
effect),

in

the density of the reactor

materials

(negative
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b. radial and axial core boundary movements to the radial
axial blankets respectively (positive effect),

and

c. apparent insertion of control rods due to expansion of control
rod suspension mechanism (negative effect) and
d. apparent control rod removal from the core due
vessel expansion (positive effect).

to

reactor

The static power coefficient is calculated for FBTR
small and nominal carbide core and oxide cores by including all
the above effects.
The results of the calculations are given in
Table 3.5.1.
The oxide core results are compared with the
Fortissimo values.
The code used for this study is described in
Ref.1 and the details of this work are given in Ref.2.

1.

S.Ponpandi and Om Pal Singh,
Static
Power
Coefficient
REDG/01140/RP-280, (1985).

2.

Om
Pal Singh and S. Ponpandi, "Static Power Coefficient
Calculations for FBTR Carbide and Oxide Cores" REDG/01140/RP270 (1985).

3.6

Dynamic

Power

Temperature

'SPCOF : A Computer Code for
Calculations
of
LMFBRs'

and

Flow

Coefficients

of

Reactivity for FBTR Small Carbide Core
(Om Pal Singh and S.Ponpandi)
Reactor core reactivity is a function of reactor power
P, inlet temperature, Ti, and coolant flow velocity v. Dynamic
reactivity coefficients are obtained when any one parameter is
varied by keeping the other two constant.
If P is varied by
keeping Ti and v as constant, it is called power coefficient, if
Ti is varied by keeping P and v constant, it is called
temperature coefficient and if v is varied by keeping P and Ti
constant, it is called flow coefficient of reactivity.
The
dynamic
reactivity coefficients represent the feedback
in
transients state of the system and if expresed in frequency
domain their values at zero frequency represent the static
coefficients.
The dynamic power, temperature and flow coefficients of
FBTR small carbide core were calculated by suitably modelling the
reactor core and coolant channel.
The physical mechanisms such
as change in the density of the reactor core material, axial and
radial core boundary movement into the respective blankets,
sodium insertion and expulsion into/out of the core, apparent
control rod insertion into the core due to core boundary movement

Table 3.5.1
Static
Effect

Power Coefficient (in pcm/MW) for FBTR Carbide and

Fuel

System

Clad+sheath
Axial

Fuel Free

Radial

Fuel
jammed
with
clad

FBTR-c-10
FBTR-c-40
FBTR-o-40

-57.86
-22.39
-34.65

-48.79
-18.83
-23.12

-11.97
-3.93
-3.28

0
0
0

-21.23
- 6.57
- 5.54

Boundary FBTR-c-10
movement
effect+
CR inser- FBTR-c-40
tion

+29. 54
- 1 . 18

+ 24 .59
-0 .98

-6. 25
-0. 25

0

+ 12.59
- 0.64

+ 10 .46
- 0 .53

+2. 20
-0. 1 1
+ 1.50
-0. 11

Sodium
FBTR-c-10
entry.
expulsion
FBTR-c-40
during
radial
expansion FBTR-o-40

Total

+ 15. 57 + 10. 281
-1. 17
74
_

_

-

-

-

-

BTR-c-10 -29.50 -25.18
FBT!'-c-40 -10.44 - 8.90
FBTR-o-40 -20.21 -13.60
Fortissimo

Radial

Total
Fuel Free
(1)

(2)

FBTR-o-40

Sodium

No
fuel
expansion

(1)

Density
Change
effect

Axial

Oxide Cores

-0.69
-0.19
-0.19

-1.30
-0.36
-0.35

-4.37
-1.24
-1.20

(2)

Fuel
jammed
with
clad

No
fuel
expansion

-85.45
-30.75
-41.93

-76.38
-27.19
-30.40

-39.56
-12.29
-10.56

-27.59
- 8.36
- 7.28

+ 9.76

+38.12

+33.37

+15.76

+9.76

0

+5.08

+17.03

-15.01

+7.17

+5.08

C

+2.71

+17.15

+12.25

+4.10

+2.71

0

_

+ 0.76

-1.37
-0.33

- 0.28

-0.28

-0.28

-0.28

-

-

+0.21

-0.40
+ 0.09

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10

-

_

+ 0.21

-0.39
+0.09
-47.61
-13.83
-24.87
-25.00

-43.29
-12.28
-18.26
-14.00

-24.08
-5.23
-6.56
-

-18.11
-3.38
-4.66
-5.00

-5.97
-1.84
-1.89

-10.71
-1.28
-2.62

-0.69
-0.19
-0.19

-2.34
-0.67
-0.65

-4.37
-1.24
-1.20

CR Control rod; (1) expansion as per fuel central line tcmperture; (2) expansion as per the average temperature of the fuel
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into the axial blanket were accounted for
reactivity coefficients.

in

computing

these

The magnitude and phase variation of these coefficients
with frequency were studied and the results are given in Ref.1.
The zero frequency values agree very well with the static values
and all the three coefficients are dominant in the low frequency
region (^» 1HZ) only.
The phase is almost zero in the low
frequency region and tends to - 90
for higher frequencies
indicating that the reactivity feedback lags the variation of
power/temperature/flow at higher frequencies.
These dynamic
power coefficients will be used in making the stability analysis
of the reactor. The details of this work are given in Ref.1.

1.

3.7

Om Pal Singh and S.Ponpandi, 'Dynamic Power, Temperature and
Flow Coefficients of Reactivity of FBTR Small Carbide Core1
REDG/01140/RP-283 (1985).

DBA Analysis of PBTR Nominal Carbide Core
(P.Bhaskar Kao, Om Pal Singh and R.Shankar Singh)

Design Basis Accident Analysis (DBA) was conducted for
FBTR nominal carbide (40 MWt)core.
The DBAs chosen are Loss of
Flow Accident (LOPA), Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and
Transient Over Power Accident (TOPA).
The methodology and
computer programs used are the same as in the DBA analysis of
FBTR small1 carbide core.
Since the fuel in the present nominal
core
contains 53.23% plutonium carbide and 46.77% uranium
carbide, the equation of state for the fuel was obtained by
preserving the boiling points and critical constants of the
composite fuel in the Clausius Clapeyron form of equation of
state.
The critical constants of the composite fuel were
obtained
by suitably weighting the critical constants
of
plutonium carbide and uranium carbide.
The individual constants
were evaluated using the Principle of Corresponding State (PCS).
The details of the results and input data of this study are given
in Ref.1 and the important results are given in table 3.7.1.

1.

P.Bhaskar Rao, Om
Pal Singh and R.Shankar Singh, 'DBA
Analysis of FBTR Nominal Carbide
Core'
REDG/01140/RP-268
(1985).
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Table 3.7.1

Results of DBA Analysis of LOFA, LOCA and TOPA for FBTR
Nominal Carbide Core

LOFA

LOCA

TOPA

1. Power (MWt)

75870

173150

47018

2. ^ k

1 .076

1 .29

1.11

3. P (S/sec)

192

161

74

4.

36.613

19.8

120.46

0.70

1.0

1.0

350

371

370

139

178

68

18

44

7.5

484

1669

11 1

5962

7339

4875

0.93

1.0

.76

Results
Predisassembly Phase

($)

t
(sec)
dis
5. Fraction of the fuel
molten
6 .

!•:

(M J )

pd
Disassembly Phase
1. K
MJ )
thf
2. E (MJ)
me
3. P
(Atm)
peak
4. T
(k)
peak
5. Fraction of the fuel
vaporised

3.8

Design Basis Accident Analysis Work at IGCAR
(Om Pal
Singh)

Singh,

P.Bhaskar Rao, S.Ponpandi

In LMFBRs, any unprotected
voiding and core melting may result
and pressure build up in the core.
system and lict:.'.ing demand that
contained well without impairing the
and the public.

and

R.Shankar

incident lee- 'ing to the core
in excessive energy release
A safe design of the reactor
such accidents should be
safety of working personnel

The probability of core meltdown accidents is very
) because of the various types of safety features

low
and
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protective systems that are incorporated in the design of fast
reactors at various levels.
In the early days of fast reactor
development arbitrary compaction of the core preceded by core
voiding under most conservative conditions were considered for
analysing such accidents.
The energy release and pressure build
up calculated were found to be excessively large requiring costly
containments.
Therefore, need was felt to develop deterministic
models to trace the history of these accidents starting from the
initiating events like loss of flow going through the reactivity
transients upto the disassembly of the core.
Hence right from
1970 onwards, there have been worldwide attempts to develop such
computer codes.
These require development of suitable computer
models for the various physical phenomena occuring in the event
like,
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
xi.i.)

neutron kinetics
feedback reactivity
thermal hydraulic behaviour of the coolant system
fuel slumping
clad melting and its relocation
fuel coolant interaction
sodium boiling
disassembly of the core
high temperature equation of state for reactor
materials
dynamics of fuel vapor pressure build up
mechanical work potential of thermal energy release and,
damage to the structures due to high pressure build up

At IGCAR, we started the work on the development of
computer models of the above phenomena about ten years ago and
have integrated them together to trace the history of these
accidents deterministically right from initiating event to the
disassembly.
The details of the models and formulations of some
of the above phenomena developed by us and the results of the
integrated code as applied to FBTR and PFBR carbide and oxide
cores was presented in the Indo-German Workshop on Transient
Analysis and Emergency core cooling systems held at BARC, Bombay
from Jan.21 to Feb.1, 1985. The details are available in Ref.1.

Om Pal Singh, P. Bhaskar Rao, S.Ponpandi and R.Shankar Singh,
'Design Basis Accident Analysis Work at IGCAR1 Proc.
Indo
German Workshop on Transient Analysis and Emergency Core
Cooling, BARC, Trombay, Bombay (Jan.1985).
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3.9

Molten

Fuel-Coolant

Interaction : Our Analysis

and

View

Point
(P.Bhaskar Rao, Om Pal Singh and R.Shankar Singh)
One of the areas of safety concern in LMFBRs has been
the Molten Fuel Coolant Interaction (MFCI).
In fuel-meltdown
events, molten fuel is ejected into the coolant channel. A rapid
heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant may result in coolant
overpressurization. In local events, it is a potential source of
fuel failure propagation and reactivity transients.
In whole
core events it may lead to large reactivity effects and heavy
damage to core internals. Considerable amount of theoretical as
well as experimental work has been reported on the investigations
of the phenomena of fuel coolant interaction
particularly in
studying the factors like, physical mechanisms and processes
responsible for energetic interaction, efficiency (fraction of
heat in the fuel getting converted into mechanical work) of fuel
coolant interaction and whether in LMFBRs it is energetic? etc.
We, at IGCAR, developed a new theoretical model by incorporating
physical processes that were not accounted for in previous
models.
The model has been applied to MFCI in UO,-Na,
UC-Na, UC-H^O and Al-H^O systems.

We reviewed the work on MFCI and state of the art of
the subject as at the beginning of the year 1985. Based on this
literature survey and our own theoretical analysis, certain
pertinent conclusions have been drawn.
1.
Fuel and coolant diffusivities, boiling mode of heat
transfer, geometrical constraint, fuel fragmentation and fuel to
coolant mass ratio play the most significant role in the
energetics of MFCI for any system.

2.
For LMFBR accidents involving MFCI in UO^-Na and UC-Na (a)
boiling heat flux does not play important role, (b) fuel-tocoolant mass ratio involved in the interaction is very small and
(c) the fuel diffusivity being low compared to that of coolant,
our model predicts the efficiency for such system less than 0.2%
in accordance with the experimental observations. The details of
this study including the conclusions of the experimental work and
our theoretical modelling efforts IGCAR are given in Ref.1.

I.

P.Bhaskar Rao, Om Pal Singh and R.Shankar Singh, 'Molten Fuel
Coolant Interaction-Our Ana lyisis and View Point' Proc. IndoGerman Workshop on Transients Analysis and Emergency core
cooling systems, BARC, Trombnay, Bombay (Jan. 1985).
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3.10

On

the

Exact

Heat Conduction and Lumped

Model

of

Heat

Transfer in LMFBR Core Cooling Channels
(S.Ponpandi, M.V.Parikh and Om Pal Singh)
The calculations of temperature changes of the reactor
materials due to changes in power, inlet coolant temperature and
coolant
flow
play
important
role
in
analysing
the
controlled/uncontrolled reactor transients.
To be exact, one
should solve the exact heat conduction equations applicable to
the reactor coolant channels for any given transient.
However,
the solution of heat conduction equations are quite expensive
from computer time point of view and quite formidable for
transients like slow loss of flow accidents and transient over
power accidents.
Therefore, usually one resorts to the lumped
model of heat transfer in which it is assumed that thermal
resistances remain unchanged during the entire duration of the
incident. Such lumped models are known to be quite good for slow
transients.
However, to ascertain quantitatively the limit of
reactivity transients for which lumped model of heat transfer
could be assumed applicable in LMFBR coolant channels, a study to
this effect was initiated. Exact heat conduction equations were
solved using explicit finite difference method.for fuel pins and
clad materials.
The corresponding lumped model equations were
also programmed.
These heat transfer subroutines were combined
with the point kinetics equations and solved for different
reactivity addition rates. It is found that lumped model gives
results almost identical to the exact heat conduction model for
reactivity transients upto 10 $/sec. This is very well explained
physically by Fig.3.10.1 where we have plotted the fuel peak node
radial temperature profile at different stages of power excursion
for 1 $/sec reactivity addition case.
The steady
state
temperature corresponds to the initial power of 9.8 MWt. The
power 11.2 MWt corresponds to the trip power level and the power
25.6 MWt is corresponding to the time when the fuel starts
melting. One can see from the figure that though the temperature
profile tends to change with time unlike assumed to be constant
in the lumped model, the average temperatures predicted by the
two models are almost same.
The distortion of temperature
profile with respect to the steady state is such that the fuel
central line temperature is more, but the surface temperature is
less than the corresponding value calculated based on steady
state profile and the two profiles crossing approximately at a
point (70%) of the fuel pellet radius that corresponds to the
average temperature of the pin. The other details of the results
and model are given in Ref.1.

S.Ponpandi, M.V.Parikh and Om Pal Singh, 'On the Exact fleat
Conduction and Lumped Model of Heat Transfer in LMFBR Core
Cooling Channels' REDG/01140/RP-269 (1985).
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3.11

On the Thermophysical Parameters of Oxides,

Carbides,

and

Nitrides of Plutonium and Uranium at High Temperatures
(P.Bhaskar Rao and Om Pal Singh)
Mathematical equations and numerical algorithms for
obtaining high temperature properties of material have been
formulated using the Principle of Corresponding States (PCS) and
Significant Structure Theory (SST). These formulations have been
suitably
modified
for
each
material
considering
their
characteristic
molecular
structures and
behaviour.
The
thermodynamic data for entire temperature range upto the critical
point/1/ viz., saturated pressure, specific volumes of saturated
liquid
and
vapour,
thermal
expansion
coefficient,
compressibility, boiling point, latent heat of vapourization,
internal energy, enthalpy, specific heats etc. have ben generated
by developing the respective computer programs. Some of the data
have been compared with those generated by other workers and with
the experimentally measured data. It has been observed that both
models
generate
data reasonably in
good agreement
with
those of other workers and are also in good agreement with
experimental measurements. It has also been observed that the SST
model is more realistic and generates data in closer agreement
with the experimental measurements as compared to the PCS irodel.

1.

3.12

P.Bhaskar Rao and Om Pal Singh, 'On the Thermophysical
Parameters ol Oxides, Carbides, and Nitrides of Plutonium and
Uranium at High Temperatures,' 8th National Heat and Mass
Transfer Conference held during December, 1985.

One Speed Theory

of

Neutron Wave

Transport

Problem

in

Infinite Slabs
(Om Pal Singh and A.K.Jena)

The study of neutron wave transport problem has been
found quite useful in determining the neutron diffusion and
cooling parameters and neutron noise transmission characteristics
of multiplying and non-multiplying media in nuclear reactors.
Transport
theory
is more appropriate for
these
problems
particularly for high frequency neutron wave propagation.
We
invosigated the problem of neutron wave transport in
nonmultiplying media typical to f.iquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors.
The study was performed using mono-energetic neutron transport
equation
applicable to an infinite slab.
Three types of
scattering were considered, namely, the isotropic scattering,
complete
back
scattering
and
isotropic-cum-complete
back
scattering.
Fourier transform method was employed in solving the
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problem.
Expressions were derived for the discrete (asymptotic)
and continuum (transient) solution of transport equation using
complex contour integration technique.
Frequency dependent total
neutron flux and the angular neutron flux revealed interesting
neutron wave propagation characteristics of non-multiplying media
particularly its implications on the development of malfunctions
detection method using neutron noise techniques.
The results of
the study were presented in a UGC sponsored seminar on Transport
Problems (Radiative and Neutron) held in University of North
Bengal, Oct. 7-11, 1985.

3.13

IAEA's Co-ordinated Research Programme on Signal Processing
Techniques

for

Sodium

Boiling Noise

Detection

:

First

Year's Progress Report
(Om Pal Singh)
In LMPBRs, detection of sodium boiling in its incipient
stage is an important requirement from safety considerations.
Since during sodium boiling acoustic noise and neutronic noise is
generated due to generation, growth and collapse of sodium
bubbles, tin: detection of local boiling by monitoring these noise
is c-onsidorcd to be a promising method. For relilable detection,
it is necessary to distinguish the noise from the background
noise in the reactor and hence several signal analysis techniques
in time and frequency domain are adopted for this purpose.
In
1981, an IWGFR Specialists' Meeting/1/ felt the need for a
Benchmark Test to make a comparative assessment of the existing
processing and analysis techniques and identify optimum methods
for a reliable on-line detection system.
IAEA accepted this and
sponsored a project, the details of which were chalked out in a
Consultant's Meeting/2/ in October 1983.
Experimental data for
this Benchmark Test were made available to the participating
countries on an analog magnetic tape in Feb. 1985.
We carried
out the analysis work at the centre and the techniques tested are
described briefly below. The details are given in Ref.3.
Test data:
The
test data were obtained from
experiments/4/
performed on KNS I loop at KFK Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of
Germany.
The data files were created at KFK by mixing boiling
noise
and background flow noise signals measured with an
accelerometer in this experiment and each file consists of three
regions, namely flow noise, initial boiling and intense boiling.
There are 12 files with boiling signal to noise ratio being
reduced by 2dB in each successive file.
The duration of each
file is about 105 seconds and these files were recorded on Track
1 of 1" tape at 30 ips tape speed.
To enable systems to be set
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up for correct response. Track 1 also carried reference signals
at 1, 10 and 100 kHZ at the beginning of the tape.
Two time
codes, namely a pulse time code also recorded to define the time
of events.
The aim of onset boiling, the time of increase
boiling intensity and the signal to noise discrimination achieved
by the analysis technique adopted.
Analysis
For the analysis, the following techniques were adopted
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Visual inspection of signals
Pulse counting method
Root mean square analysis method
Auto correlation and power spectral density methods

Power spectral density and auto correlation density methods were
employed to find the frequency contents and strengths of the
signals.
The other three methods were used in determiing the
time of onset of boiling and increasing intensity of boiling and
signal to noise ratio discrimination achieved by them.
The
preliminary analysis indicated that the pulse counting method is
most sensitive in detecting the boiling event.
Root moan square
method has good potential.
The potential of other methods such
as spectrum analysis, autoregression and pattern recognition
analysis is to be established.
For a reliable prediction of
boiling, more than one statistical descriptor must be monitored.
The analysis work on these test data is to be continued for the
second year to test the relative potential of remaining signal
processing techniques and the quality of detection i.e. to
evaluate how reliable each method is. The probability oi false
alarm and probability of failure to detect boiling by each method
is to be determined.

1.

IWGFR
Specialists'
Meeting
on Sodium
Boiling
Noise
Detection, Chester, U.K., 9-11 June 1981, IAEA/IWGFR/40.

2.

IWGFR Consultants' Meeting for
Initiating a Coordinated
Research
Programme on Signal Processing Techniques for
Sodium Boiling Noise Detection, Vienna, 19-21, Oct. 1983.

3.

First
Year's Progress Report of the
IAEA's
Contract
no.3752/RB, Presented at Research Coordination Meeting
at
Vienna, Sept.17-19, 1985.

4.

Huber et al, 'Temperature Distribution and Local Boiling
Behind a Central Blockage in a Simulated FBR Subassembly^nt.
Meeting on Fast Reactor and Related Physics, Chicago, 1976.
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3.14 Floating

Point

Arithmetic Routines and

Inverse

Kinetics

Program for Microprocessor Kit
(P.Bhaskar Rao and *D.Srinivas)
*P.G.Department of Physics, Utkal University, Bhubaneshwar
It was planned to hook up microprocessor kit for
converting the count rates coming from the detector circuits of
FBTR to the period and reactivity through the inverse kinetics
program.
This necessitated the development of two sets of
microprocessor routines. One set pertains to the routines/1/ for
the
floating
point arithmetic operations
like
addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division operating on 4 bytes
words.
The other set pertain to the software routines for the
inverse kinetics program/2/.
The above research work has been
successfully completed. As a consequence, three sets of routines
have been developed and thoroughly tested.
The first set
contained thirteen basic routines operatig on 4 byte floating
point words.
They include, fetch, normalisation, right shift,
memory
to memory transfer,
register to memory
transfer,
underflow,
and
overflow flags,
divide check
flag,
2's
complement, memory initialisation and a few internal labels.
These
are essential for the development of floating point
arithmetic routines.
The second set of routines include the
floating
point
arithmetic
for
addition,
subtraction,
multiplication and division.
These routines are essential for
any scietific and commercial calculations. These routines have
been developed using 2's complement criterion for representating
negative numbers.
A floating point number is always represented
by two sets,of bytes totalling 4.
The first byte (first set)
represents the exponent and the next three bytes (second set) the
mantissa of the floating point number.
The third set of routines
have been developed formulating the inverse kinetics program.
This set uses the set of floating point routines which in turn
uses the set of basic routines. The inverse kinetics software has
been tested for a set of examples. All these sets of routines are
available in an EPROM chip.

1.

P.Bhaskar Rao and D.Srinivas, "Floating Point Arithmetic
Routines for Microprocessor Kit', IGCAR/RP-282 (1985).

2.

P.Bhaskar Rao and D.Srinivas,'Inverse Kinetics Program
Microprocessor Kit', IGCAR/RP note under preparation.

on
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4.0 RADIATION TRANSPORT AND SHIELDING

4.1

Fission

Product

Decay

Power of FBTR

Small

Carbide

Core

Fuel : A Parametric Study
(M.S.Sridharan and K.P.N.Murthy)
A parametric study/1/ was made on the fission product
residual power of a fuel subassembly of FBTR small carbide core
(10.6 MWt). The parameters considered are (i) the irradiation
time. (ii) storage time in the core periphery and (iii) cooling
time.
Calculations similar to that reported in Ref.(2) were
performed using the code SEFIC/3/ and the burst fission kernel
data generated by CHANDY code/4/ and its associated fission
product data library.
The SEFIC code integrates the burst
fission kernel over the irradiation history of the fuel. Details
of the procedure adopted in this code are explained in Ref.3.
For this study, we have considered the problem of
optimising the parameters for the central subassembly and hence
considered an irradation time of 200 days, corresponding to a
burnup of 25000 MWD/te
The method of computing the residual power fraction as
a function of storage time besides irradiation and cooling times
is described in Ref.1 and the results are depicted in graphs
(fig. 4. 1.1 and 4.1.2)
Ref.M) also explains as to how the
parameters can be optimised from the graphs.

1.

M.S.Sridharan and K.P.N.Murthy, Fission Decay Power of
FBTR Small carbide Core Fuel:A Parametric Study' Internal
note REDG/RP-272, Feb 85

2.

K.P.N.Murthy and R.Shankar Singh, Residual Power of FBTR
Fuel : A parameteric Study1 internal note FBTR/01150/RP53 Sept. 74.

3.

K.P.N.Murthy and
R.Shankar Singh,
'SEFIC - A Computer
program to Integrate the Elementary Fission Curve over
the
Irradiation History of the fuel,'
Internal
note
FBTR/01150/74/RP-4 3.

4.

K.P.N.Murthy (unpublished work).

FIG. 4.1.1: RESIDUAL POWER FRACTION vs. COOLING TIME
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4.2

Permissible

Leak

Rates of Primary

Argon

Cover

Gas

into

RCB in FBTK
(R.Indira and K.P.N.Murthy)
Primary argon cover gas of FBTR is active due to the
activated Ar*isotope and the inert gases coming from the failed
fuel pins, namely Xe
Kr*' and Kr*
When the cover gas leaks
into RCB, the RCB atmosphere is rendered radioactive and one
should ensure that the radio activities are less than the maximum
permissible concentrations (mpc) in air (Ref.1). Based on the mpc
for the various radioactive isotopes in air permissible leak
rates of primary argon cover gas into RCB were worked out.
The calculations take into
in RCB, and the effective volume of
the cover gas activities taken were
found that equilibrium concentration
the isotopes and is given by

_

account the ventilation rate
air in RCB (Va) (Ref.2) and
from that of Ref.3.
It was
sets in quite early for all

AVu

Where A is the activity of the isotope in covergas, V,_ the
leak rate- into KCB, Vj^ the
ventilation rate in RCB and > tho
decay constant: of the radioisotopo. It was found that the
permissible leak rate is 0.7 cc/sec for 10 MWt operation.
Since
the achieved leak rate is 4.2 cc/sec, the reactor can be operated
only up to 1.7 MWt with the present leak rate.
1.

V.M.Raghunath et
BARC/I-55 (1969).

2.

D.Jambunathan, FBTR O&M/TS/TN-023/ReV.O (June 1985)

3.

R.Indira, 'Activation of Primary Sodium
gas in FBTR1 REDG/RP-211, February, 1981.

4.3

al.,

Handbook

of health

and

physics

Argon

data,

cover

Upper Axial Shield Calculations for PFBR
(G.Radhakrishnan)

For the upper axial shield of PFBR, shown in the
Fig.4.3.1 three different versions are proposed for the shield
part using (i) D9 stainless steel (ii) Boronated steel, (iii)
Boron Carbide and Stainless steel.
Using the ANISN multigroup
one dimensional discrete ordinates transport code/1/ and DLC
cross section set/2/ calculations were done for these three
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FIG. 4.3.1: PFBR UPPER AXIAL SHIELD CONFIGURATION
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configurations. Because of limitatios ofcomputer memory and code
axial shield calculations were done upto 460 cms with 84 3 mesh
points (i.e. uptil 200 cms of sodium).
To cover the remaining
length bootstrapping type of calculations are being done.
For
these three cases nickel and manganese equivalent fluxes were
computed and axial neutron flux profiles were generated upto 460
cms.
1.

R.G.Soltesz and R.K.Dishney,
'One Dimensional, Discrete
Ordinates Transport code', WANL-PR-(LL)-034 August 1970.

2.

100 Group Neutron Cross Section Data Based on
ENDF/B
(Contributed by ORNL) RSIC Data collection, DLC2 (1972).

4.4 Neutron

Flux

Profile

and Gamma Heat Generation

in

Radial

Shield of PFBR
(R.Indira)
PFBR radial shield calculations were
done,
with
different
shield
configurations.
The
optimum
shield
configuration was chosen, such that the resultant secondary
sodium activation is less than the permissible level of 2x10
^.Ci/cc. The radial shield consisted of two regions, carbon
steel, followed by borated graphite.
The volume fraction of
steel and sqdium in the first region was earlier taken to be 52%
carbon steel I.C..S.) and 48% Sodium.
As this led to higher
secondary sodium activation, we considered a composition of 70%
C.S. and 30% Na. , This led to a secondary sodium activation of
4.91 x 10 ilci/cc.
The neutron flux profiles were generated.
The gamma heating and
alpha heating in borated graphite were
also computed. The calculation were done with 1D transport code
ANISN, with 100 neutron group and 27 gamma groups coupled library
DLC-37.
The schematic radial shield configuration is presented
in Fig.4.4.1.
The neutron flux profile are given in Fig.4.4.2.
The gamma and alpha heating profiles are presented in Pig.4.4.i.

4.5

Analytical

Method to Obtain Moments of Transmission

Under

Exponential and Scattering,Angle Biasing
(R.Indira and T.M.John)

A new stochastic formulation has been proposed to
obtain moments of transmission in a radiation transport problem.
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This was done through a novel interpretation of the Boltzmann
transport equation.
It was subsequently applied to obtain
variance of transmission in an analogue or biased Monte Carlo
simulation. The basic formulations and application to analogue
Monte Carlo simulation have been reported in Ref.1.
This
formulation was modified to get the moments of transmission under
the exponential biasing scheme/2/and another scheme/3/, which
couples exponential to scattering angle biasing.
The merits of
the two schemes have been analytically studied as a function of
shield properties.
The minimum variance biasing parameter was
obtained as a function of the degree of anisotropy.
The
efficiency of the two schemes were also compared, as a function
of degree of anisotropy. It was found that the coupled scheme/3/
is superior in the case of isotropic or very nearly isotropic
scattering media only.
It performs worse than exponential
biasing in highly anisotropic scattering media. Exact results
were obtained for variance in transmission and these have been
reported in Ref.4.

1.

R.Indira, and T.M.John, Application of Random Walk Models
in the Estimation of moments of Leakage in
Radiation
Transport Problem', Internal note REDG/RP-275, June 1985.

2.

R.Indira,
'Biased Monte
Carlo for Radiation Transport
Problem An Analytic Approach',' paper presented in U.G.C.
sponsored
seminar on Transport problems (Radiation and
Neutron), North Bengal University, North Bengal, Oct. 711, 1985.

3.

S.R.Dwivedi, Ann. N J C . Eng. 9, 359 (1982).

4.

R.Indira, and T.M.John, Variance Reduction under Exponential and Scattering Angle Biasing: An Analytic Approach'paper
sent for publication in Nuclear Science and Engineering.
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5.0 REACTOR PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS

5.1

Reactor

Physics

Observations

during

Fuel

Loading

and

First Criticality of FBTR
(S.M.Lee,
C.P.Reddy,
D.B.Sangodkar,
R.Shankar Singh,
A.K.Jena,
M.V.Parikh,
P.V.K.Menon,
C.G.Panchal,
P.Bhaskar Rao, N.Sathyabama and V.Sathiamoorthy)
Based
on the approved Commissioning Test
Procedures/1,2/ for the fuel loading and first approach to critical of
FBTR, the reactor was made critical /3,4/ on 18.10.85.
Before the approach to criticality the HT, gain and
discriminator bias for all the normal and special startup
counting channels were adjusted by means of an out-of-pile Am-Be
neutron source.
It was found that there were spurious random
spurts in count rate and this was traced to-a) pick up in the
cables from the detectors in HCB to the channels in the1
HJectronics Room and b) noise in power supply line.
The pick up
was reduced by restricting all electrical activity in the RGB
during counting and line noise was reduced by transformers.
Further,, counts were taken for number of times over small
intervals of time (100-200 seconds) and spurious counts were
ignored during averaging. This procedure was followed throughout
the approach to critical.
The auxiliary antimony-beryllium neutron source was
located in the nickel reflector outside the core.
The count
rates before and after activation of the source are given in
Table 5.2.1.
Since the count rates with the source were too low
to adequately test all the detectors the source was temporarily
raised to the transfer position where the shielding of the source
neutrons by the"core subassemblies would not be effective.
This
gave adequate count rates for testing all detectors.
The fuel loading was started on 2-10-85 and the 22nd
subassembly was loaded on 17-10-85. The approach to criticalllty
was performed by loading subassemblies one by one with all
control rods inserted and observing the count rate after each
subassembly was loaded.
The fuel loading was done according to
the rules:
-

loading
loading
loading
loading

towards the neutron source,
towards the control rods,
symmetrically
towards the neutron detectors.

These rules ensured that the control rod worths were
adequate and that a concave inverse count rate plot was achieved
so thai the extrapolated critical loading was always much less
than the actual critical loading.
The control rods were raised
after the loading of a total of 7, 9, 12 and 15 subassemblies and
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subsequently after the loading of each further subassembly.
The
count rates with control rods withdrawn are given in Table 5.1.2
and the inverse count rate plots in Fig.5.1.1.
Intercalibration
of control rods by subcritical counts was done after the loading
of each subassembly after the 18th.
Criticality was achieved and the reactor put on period
with a 22 fuel subassembly core loading, when the sixth control
rod was moved from 334 to 362 mm, the other five control rods
being at 344 mm. The critical mass is estimated to be 21.6
subassemblies. Based on the subcritical measurements the initial
evaluation indicate:

Peripheral subassembly worth
Worth of 6 conrtrol rods
Ratio of worth of control rod
touching a fuel subassembly
to one not touching

1500 pcm
4 subassemblies
1.2

1.

S.M.Lee and D.B.Sangodkar, FBTR Commissioning Test Procedure
PHY 401, (1984) Testing of Startup Detector
Channels.

2.

K.M.f.ee, C.P.Reddy and D.B.Sangodkar,
VosL Procedure PHY 402 (Rev.1) (1985)

3.

C.P.Reddy, FBTR Commissioning Test Report PHY
Testing of Start up Detector Channels.

401

(1985)

4.

C.P.Reddy, FBTR commissioning Test Report PHY
Fuel Loading and First Criticality.

402

(1985)

FBTR

Commissioning

Table 5.1.1
Count Hates for Different Source Positions

Source Position

7 3 cps/nv
BF3 counter

E3

E5

30 cps/nv
BF3 counter
E3
E5

4 cps/nv
boron counter
E2'
E2

No Source

.003

.03

.088

.043

-

Source In Place

.077

1.83

.173

.1 1

.034

.037

Source in
1137
transfer position

1028

425

357

87

84

250T

73 cps/nv BF3
NEUTRON DETECTORS
INVERSE COUNT RATE PLOT

1000

forE3

CR DOWN
x10
for E5

U!

12
13
ft
15
16
17 18
NUMBER OF FUEL SUB - ASSEMBLES
F I G . 5 . 1 . 1 : INVERSE COUNT RATE PLOTS
10

11

19

20

21
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Table 5.1.2
Count Rates with Control Rods Fully Raised

No. of
s u bas semblies

73 cps BF3
counter
E3
E5

30 cps BF3
counter
E3
E5

4 cps Boron
counter
E2
E2

7

8.76

8.29

3 .12

2.74

0.60

0.61

9

18.38

18.14

7 .65

5.93

1.35

1 .25

12

31 .21

27.50

1 1.63

9.56

2.34

2. 12

15

53.16

45.31

19 .52

16.47

3.77

3.78

16

70.01

59.55

26 .66

21 .00

4.76

4.66

17

91 .98

73.43

31 .94

26.88

6.30

6.15

18

130.0

104.6

45 .00

38.80

8.72

8.66

19

210.1

165.9

72 .08

61 .07

13.28

1 1 .48

20

418.5

338.3

146 . 1

121.7

25.40

27.01

21

1128

900.4

389 .0

335.6

71.85

75. 16

5.2 Calibration of FBTR Counters
(C.P.Reddy, P.V.K.Menon, C.G.Panchal, C-P.Pillai, N.Sathyabama
and V.Sathyamurthy)
For the FBTR start up there a r e two BF3 counters of 73
cps/nv
efficiency, two counters of 30 cps/nv efficiency, and
three
fission
counters
of
1
cps/nv
efficiency.
The
characteristics of a l l these counters are to be measured before
they are installed in t h e detector pits.
In the absence of the thermal neutron flux standard
facility to calibrate the detectors, it was thought to be
sufficient to calibrate all the counters in secondary neutron
standard.
For this purpose an arrangement was made using Am-Be
neutron source and paraffin and* permali blocks so that detector
geometry can b e reproduced,
i

Discriminator bias characteristics and plateau charecteristics were taken for each of the above detectors and the
spare detectors. In case of fission counters ol characteristics
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were also taken.
Background measurement of all these counters before and
after installing in the pit were taken.

5.3 Control Rod Calibration
(C.P.Reddy,
S.M.Lee, P.V.K.Menon, C.G.Pahchal,
V.Sathiamurthy, N.Sathiabama and R.shankar Singh)

A.K.Jena,

FBTR went critical, with 22 fuel subassemblies with all
control rods raised to the height of 346 mm. In order to measure
the excess reactivity of the core and calibrate control rod the
reactor was made critical with 5 control rods fully raised (A, C,
D,
E and F) and B rod to the height of 172.8 mm.
The worth of
control rod B above 172.8mm gives the excess reactivity.
This
part of the control rod has been calibrated by positive period
method.
In this method control rod B is raised approximately 10
mm above criticality to put the reactor on positive period and
power is noted at different times. Once the reactor attained
maximum allowed power of 150 watts, control rod E was lowered to
stabilise reactor power and again rod B is raised to put the
reactor on a positive period and reactor period is measured.
Prom the Nordheim's equation, reactivity is obtained.
This is
repeated till the control rod B is fully out. The count rates as
function of time have been also recorded and transferred to
mainframe computer by a micro processor based data acquisition
apparatus for subsequent inverse kinetics analysis.
The control
rod B was caibrated below 172.8 mm by subcritical multiplication
method.
Integral
worth of
individual subassemblies were
obtained by subcritical method. In this method the control rod,
whose worth has to be measured is fully taken out and other rods
are adjusted to,get 0.5 watt power.
Then the control rod to be
calibrated is lowered fully and count rates are noted.
This is
done for all the rods.
When the 23rd fuel subassembly was loaded, control rods
B and E, and A and D were calibrated in pairs by positive period
method.
For this purpose rod B is fully lowered and rod E is
fully raised.
The other 4 rods were adjusted for criticalilty.
Rod B is raised to put reactor on positive period and rod E is
used to stabilize power at 5 watts.
Similar things were done
with rods A and D. Integral worth of all the rods were measured
again by subcritical multiplication method.
These measurements give excess reactivity with 22 fuel
subassemblies as 605.5 pern and'with 23 fuel subassemblies as 1953
pem, control rod worth for B is 973.1 and 905.2 pem respectively
for 22 and 2 3 fuel subassembly cases.
Worth of control rod A
which is touching the fuel subassembly 1087.3 pern.
Periphery
fuel subassembly worth is found to be 1347.5 pern.
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5.4 Purnima II Experiments
(C.P.Reddy and C.G.Panchal)
Purnima II is a thermal reactor with U-233 as fuel in
the
form of uranyl nitrate solution.
This reactor
was
commissioned to measure various neutronic parameters of U-233.
One of the aims is to obtain the minimum critical mass. For this
purpose reactor is made critical with various concentrations of
U-233 from 130 g/1 to 60 g/1 and different parameters like
critical height BeO reflector worth,
safety plates worth,
solution level coefficient were measured.
The authors measured
al] the parameters for the 90.9 gm/1 concentration.
The
criticality for this concentration was obtained at the weir cup
level of 270 mm.
The experience gave good confidence in the
execution of FBTR experiments.
Discussion with the concerned
reactor
physicist helped in the planning of the
reactor
experiments in FBTR.

5.5

Calibration of Fission Counters at APSARA
(C.P.Reddy and C.P.Pillai)

In order to measure the linear power of FBTR two
miniature fission counters of low efficiency (3x10
cps/nv) were
obtained.
The plateau and disc bias charactristics for these
counters were obtained using the thermal column flux of APSARA.
In order (to get the efficiency of the counter gold foils were
fixed at three points on the detector and the detector was put
in the thermal column.
The count rates were taken for various
operating points.
The detector is left along with the foil in
the thermal column for 30 minutes.
Afterwards reactor power is
reduced and counter along with the gold foils were removed.
The
activity of gold foils were measured which in turn gives the flux
in the detector location, with this flux and the count rates
recorded for various operating points we get efficiency of the
detector for various operating points.

5.6 Testing of Fission Foil
(C.P.Reddy and S.M.Lee)
Before raising power of FBTR it is required to measure
the power distribution.
This is proposed to be done by moans of
fission foils irradiation and gamma counting.
In FBTR most of the power produced is due to fissions
in plutonium and measurement of fission reaction rates in
plutonium is proposed. For this purpose PuO - Z¥OJJ_ wafers were
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developed at RMD,
gm/cc).

BARC with 15w %

of PuOaand total density of 5

These wafers will be irradiated in different locations
of the reactor and fission product activity will be measured
after they are taken out of the reactor.
The impurities in the
wafers will give rise to erroneous results. In order to test for
the impurities one sample was irradiated in APSARA and itsiactivity was measured in the Radio Chemitry Division of BARC using a
multichannel analyser at diferent cooling tiroes. The analysis of
these results showed that there are no impurities that can give
erroneous results in the measurements.

5.7

Data Acquisition System
(C.G.Panchal, V.Sathiamurthy and S.M.Lee)

This system was proposed to help in carrying out
various reactor physics experiments in FBTR. Before going for the
final system, a prototype system was designed and with the help
of it some simulation experiments were carried out.
This
prototype system has been presented in 'Activity Report of
Reactor Physics Section 1984'.
Based on experience gained by
simulation experiments, prototype system was modified and final
system (specifications are given in Table 5.7.1) was made more
versatile including following interfaces.
(Refer to Fig.5.7.1
for block diagram of the system)
1. POLARITY INTERFACE : As per convention of nuclear instruments
fission channels give negative pulse output (one of the various
outputs provided) which is not capable to drive the digital
system
with •TTL LOGIC.
To overcome width and amplitude
limitations of F.C. pulse this interface was developed which
comprises of four blocks shown in Fig.5.7.2 and briefly described
as follows.
COMPARATOR : It converts each negative pulse to positive
wave pulse with amplitude 10V.

square

LEVEL SHIFTER : This is diode resistor network which limits
amplitude of the pulse to a TTL level.

the

MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR : This stretches the pulse width to a
minimum level of scalar (»v300 ns.l.

RKPRRENCE VOLTAGE SOURCE :
This maintains a constant adjustable
d.c. voltage level, which is to be fed to the comparator.
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2. RS-232C INTERFACE
This interface was added to the systen the change TTL
Signal to RS-232C level (which is EIA standard for serial
communication) to suppress noise.
This interface enables the
transfer of experimental data (over telephonic cables) for
further processing at mainframe computer DPS/8 system.
3. MEMORY INTERFACE
System
memory is expanded to support experiments
requiring more data storage area resulting total memory of 48 K
bytes in block of 20 K and 28 K bytes.

4. AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE
This interface is included to provide
temporary
storage of experimental data on audio cassette tape in case
mainframe computer is not available £or immediate processing
of data.
5. SOFTWARE
Apart from above mentioned expansion of hardware the
scalar configuration was modified to scale down the frequency of
F.C.
pulse (or any source) by a desired factor
(user's
programmable).
Due to this expansion of
hardware, extra
software subroutines for a) serial communication, b) to send data
in decimal form, to scale down frequency of input pulse etc. were
designed, tested and correlated with main software.
6.

RESU1T

The
above mentioned hardware and software system was
commissioned and . tested under simulation condition as well as
using various outputs of start up channels.
Some of the results of simulation experiments are shown
in Figs.5.7.3, 5.7.4, and 5.7.5.
The system was used for data acquisition from fission
counter channels during FBTR control rod calibration experiments
by positive period method.
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Table 5.7.1
System Specifications
S.N.
I.

II.

Parameter
VFC
i.
ii.
iii.

Range

Input voltage
Full scale frequency
Output

0-10 V
100 KHZ
TTL

TIMER

i.
ii.

Pulse Width (programmable)
OFF (Dead) time

SCALAR (COUNTER)
i. 16-bit counting down mode
ii.
f
max
IV.
SYSTEM MEMORY
First Block
Second block

95fXsec

to 3.12 sec
47.5 i l s e c .

III.

5.8

2.2 MHZ

20 K Bytes
28 K Bytes

Micro Processor Based Fire Alarm Display System
(C.G.Panchal V.Chandraseker and D.B.Sangodkar)

Automatic fire alarm system in FBTR detects fire due to
Wood, paper, oil, PVC, etc. in the incipient stage and provides
audio and visual warning signal to control room. Smoke detectors
are provided throughout the plant. These detectors are looped to
Local Control Units (LCU's). In case of fire the detctor detects
fire and provides fire signal to the associated LCU which will
initiate the audio and visual alarm in the control room. It is
difficult to display all the channels by providing windows for
each channel.
Hence a novel technique of multiplexing the fire
information
in each LCU sequentially one by one and the
information is transmitted by a single wire. This information is
processed by a microprocessor based system and the building name
area, location will be displayed on a dot matrix message panel
(video terminal) in the control room.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system consists of the following modules.
Local control units (LCUs)
Transmitter modules
Receiver modules
Input/output modules
Control module
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Software
Display module
Power supply
See Fig.5.8.1 for configuration of various modules of the system.
1. LOCAL CONTROL UNIT (LCU)
Various detectors are distributed in important areas of
each building and status signals of all detectors are terminated
at LCU.
Thus fire information of all areas in a building is
available at a common place (LCU) through the linking channels.
The detectors give 24V in fire condition.
2. TRANSMITTER MODULE
The fire status information available at LCU is routed
through level shifter to convert 24V to TTL level (5V). These
signals are fed as inputs to digital multiplexer to access at the
output of multiplexer. These channels are selected by address
selector one by one at a rate determined by driving clock.
Thus
the status information available on a common line at the output
of muJtiplexer is fed to 20 mA current loop to overcome the
problem of voltage drop and false triggering due to noise.
See
Fig.5.8.2 for transmitter module.
3. RECEIVER MODULE
This module accepts the current pulses from multiplexer
output and converts it into voltage pulses containing original
fire status information.
This information is distributed over
its output criannels as directed by address selecter. The address
selector on transmitter and receiver side are synchronised by a
common clock. So the receiver outputs the same status signals as
the input side of transmitter. See Fig.5.8.3 for receiver module.
CONTROL MODULE
This module is heart of the whole system.
This module
consists of Jnput output (I/O) ports, central processing unit,
memory combination of RAM (Random access memory) ROM (Read only
memory), key board (KBD), timer and display unit. All channels
at the output of receiver are divided into groups (24 channels as
the upper limit of each group). The CPU scans each group and
channel one by one and locates the channel at high level and the
group to which it belong.
From this information it computes
exact number of channel and generates and displays (on video
terminal) the name of area (under fire) and its building.
See
fig.5.8.4 for control module.
Software Design
Hex address starting from 00 00H to 00 10 H area used
to select peripheral devices ajch as data receiver port module
containing it and I/O ports.
The remaining address are alloted
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for EPROM, RAM data and future system expansion.
The main program is to locate a chip with any of it's
channels at one state.
It starts with loading chip counter
(Register-B) with count 9 and scans chips from 9 to !. A chip
with all its channels at '0 level', decrements to the counter and
chip with its any channel at 'one level1 terminates further
branch the CPU control to channel scanning subroutine 'CWSCN'.
CWSCN routine locates the channel at one level in the
chip indicated by counter-B.
It starts by loading channel
counter (C register) with count 8 and scans starting from
channels 8 to channel 1. A channel with '0 level1 decrements
counter and the channel at '1 level' terminates further channel
scanning.
At this stage contents of B&C counter give actual
channel number using the relation N = (B-l) x 8+c.
Depending on this actual channel number the CPU control
jumps to pair of subroutines in the subroutine-map.
Each for
displaying the building and its source area under fire. End of
area subroutine takes the cpu control back for further channel
scanning and continue till C-counter reaches zero.
A zero on encounter initiates further chip scanning and continues till chip
counter shows end of process and starts again from beginning and
so on.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE SYSTEM
A prototype system with 8 channels was designed to
test the working principle of the system. Microprocessor trainer
kit was used to substitute input ports, memory, control module
and display unit.
The required software was also designed and
tested.
The final system to be installed at FBTR is under
assembly.
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6.0 STATISTICAL PHYSICS

6.1 Monte

Carlo

Calculations

of Switching Time

Statistics

in

a Two-Mode Laser
(K.P.N.Murthy)
(in collaboration with S.Dattagupta,
University of Hyderabad)

School of Physics,

A two mode-laser operating in the bistable region
switches spontaneously from one mode to the other under the
influence of quantum fluctuations. We present here a Monte Carlo
Simulation of the coupled Langevin equations describing the
dynamics of a two-mode laser.
We present results on the
variation of average switching time with pump parameter. We show
that if fluctuations in pump parameter are incorporated, the
Monte Carlo etimates agree well with measured switching times.
To further check this observation we reanalysed the results of a
recent analytical study and show that by including the same pump
parameter fluctuations, the agreement with measurements becomes
much better. The details of the study can be found in Ref.1

1.

6.2

K.P.N.Murthy and S.Dattagupta,
'Monte Carlo Calculation
of Switching Time Statistics in a Two-Mode Laser',Physical
Keview A, Gen. Phys. 32, (6) 3487 - 3492 (1985).

Asymptotic

Survival Probability of Random Walks on

a

Semi

Infinite Line
(K.P.N.Murthy and R.Indira)
Symmetric and asymmetric random walks on a segment 1—CDJ
T ^ 0) of the real line are considered.
There is a non zero
probability for the radom walk to get absorbed at a site it
visits.
We derive for such walks expression for survival
probability in the asymptotic limit of T
. Under this general
formulation we consider specific cases of continuous space
discrete time random walks generated by gaussian and exponential
jump densities. For gaussian walks we also derive expression for
the first passage time distribution.
The details of the
formulation can be found in Ref.1.
The
above formulation for exponential walks
was
extended to study model thick shield problems.
Specifically we
considered the exponential biasing and Dwivedi's scheme / 2 / that
couples exponential biasing to scattering angle biasing.
We
could
quantitify
analytically
the
variance
reduction
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characteristics of the above two schemes.
studies can be found in Ref.3.

The details of these

1. K.P.N.Murthy, Pramana - J. Phys. 25, 231-238, (1985)
2. S.R.Dwivedi, Ann. Nucl. Energy, 9, 359 (1982).
3. K.P.N.Murthy and R.Indira, Nucl. Sci. Eng. (in press).

6.3

A

Monte Carlo Study of a Random Walk on a

Two

Dimensional

Random Network
(T.M.John and G.Ananthakrishna)
Recently there has been considerable interest in the
diffusion in a disordered lattice with random hopping rates.
These studies help in understanding the transport properties of
amorphous physical systems. Most of the work related to the
problem are done for one dimensional system.
These studies
indicate that under certain conditions on the hopping rates the
average velocity grows slower than linearly with time.
No
results have been reported so far for the spreading behaviour of
the random waJker on a two dimensional random lattice. Hence a
Monte Carlo simulation of random walk on a random lattice was
performed to study the spreading of the walker as a function of
time. The distance between the neighours was treated as a random
parameter. ( The result shows that
with
continuously depending on a parameter characterising the
distribution. The details of the work are presented in Ref.1

1.

6.4

T.M.John and G.Ananthakrishna, 'A Monte Carlo Study
Random walk' on a Two Dimensional Random Network'
Letters, Vol.llOA, no.7, 8, Aug. (1985).

of a
Phys.

A New Stochastic Formulation of Neutron Transport Equation
(T.M.John and K.P.N.Murthy)

The transport of neutrons through material medium is a
stochastic process due to the randomness associated with the
various events. This renders the transport process amenable to
simulation by a random walk model.
In random walk models, the
basic quantity of interest is the probability P(x,n) of the
walker to be at any spatial point x after taking n steps. In the
usual models, the master equation is set up for the probability1
balance of the walker, which then is simplified to a second order
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partial differential equation called Fokker-Planck equation.
It
is shown in this paper that for simulation of neutron transport,
a similar approach of writing down the detailed probability
balance of the walker for a small differential volume yield a set
of
first order differential-difference
equations,
closely
resembling linear boltzmann transport equation.
The spatial
moments of the probability distribution function are obtained.
We show that after a large number of steps the spread exhibited
by the walker is diffusive,
with a diffusion constant D=Do/
where Do is the diffusion constant associated with uncorrelated
random walks and
and
the probabilities for the random walker
to continue in the same direction and to change of directions.
Numerical results on the distribution of the number of steps
executed by the walker before escaping from the finite medium is
also presented.
It is also shown that in the asymptotic limit,
the distribution function for the number of steps before escape,
reduces to that associated with gaussian random walk.
The
spectral characteristics of the stationary noise associated with
correlated exponential walks were studied and it
is observed
that they exhibit phase transition like behaviour (collapsed
diffusive phase and counter diffusive) across the isotropic
critical, point. The details of the study can be found in Ref.1.

1.

'I'.M.John and K. P.N.Murthy, 'A Study on Correlated Exponential
Random
Walks' submitted to The Journal of Statistical
I'hy.sics, For publication.
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